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0. INTRODUCTION 
We are concerned here with the asymptotic behavior of solutions of 
certain types of reaction-diffusion equations. Consider, for example, the 
problem 
u, - Au = d’, x E 8, t > 0 
u(x, 0) = %(-y>, x E -0 (0.1) 
u(s, t) = 0, x E m: t > 0 
with a G P’ bounded, p > 1 and ug > 0. It is well known that there exist 
choices of u0 for which the corresponding solutions tend to zero as I .-$ CG, 
and other choices for which the solutions blow up in finite time. Indeed, the 
set of initial values for which one of these alternatives occurs is dense in 
Ch(ii), say. (See IL\.) W c are interested in what other types of behavior may 
occur. 
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Define the set of equilibrium solutions 
E = {w E C’(Q) n C,(a): IV > 0 and dlv + wp = 0 in Q}. 
Denote the solution of (0.1) by U(X, 1; u(,) and let 
o(uJ = (H! E C,(n): there exists a sequence 1, -+ co such that 
u( a, t,, ; u,,) + M: uniformly]. 
It is by now well established that if u(x, t; uO) is uniformly bounded for all 
t > I,, > 0, then u(uJ is non-empty and in fact w(u,,) E E ID, H, L]. For the 
problem at hand. E always contains IV = 0 and may or may not contain 
additional elements. However, any nonzero equilibrium state is dynamically 
unstable. 
We may therefore consider that we have two stable states, M’ = 0 and 
“11: E co.” Based on topological considerations and analogies with tinite- 
dimensional systems, one expects there to exist solutions of (0. I) which 
exhibit some kind of “borderline” behavior, that is, they neither tend to zero 
nor blow up in finite time. 
By the preceding remarks we may identify two further possibilities: 
(I) u( a: t; UJ converges to a nonzero (hence unstable) equilibrium 
solution of (0.1) along some subsequence. 
(II) u( .: t: u,) exists for all time but is not uniformly bounded. 
Trivially. if E\(O} is nonempty, then (I) occurs with u( .: t; MI) = u’. where 
11’ E E\,(O}. Results in [Hj identify some circumstances under which this may 
also happen for initial values sufficiently close to a given equilibrium state 
on the so-called stable manifold. If E\\,iO) is empty: then just as clearly (I) is 
impossible. We know of no previous results concerning alternative (11). 
Our results, as applied to this particular problem, may be expressed 
roughly in the following way. 
Let R be a convex domain in F”. 
(i) If 1 < p < (S + 2)/X$ then (II) cannot occur and (I) does occur. 
(ii) If p > (,I! + 2)/(:V - 2), N > 3, then (1) cannot occur and (11) does 
occur. 
Results related to ours are contained in the paper of LionsILl. one of the 
main results of which is that uniformly bounded solutions of equations of the 
type (0.1) tend to zero as t + co, generically with respect to initial values. 
Thus hc gives in some sense a picture of the infinite-dimensional flow 
induced by Eq. (0.1). Although not originally motivated by such 
considerations, our results give some further indication of what this picture 
looks like: in particular for those orbits which do not tend to zero as t + co 
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(see Remark (iii) in Section 1). For a finite-dimensional analog, one might 
consider a two-dimensional autonomous system for which the first quadrant 
is positively invariant and 0 and co are the only two stable rest states. 
We do not restrict attention to classical solutions but instead allow for 
very weak solutions. This has the effect of increasing the generality of the 
results in most respects, although decreasing the generality in at least one 
respect; see Remark (v) in Section 1. The use of such solutions seems to 
arise in a natural way: given the nature of the estimates we prove. Of course, 
part of the interest is identifying circumstances when a weak solution must 
be a classical solution. 
For a general discussion of semilinear parabolic equations in a functiona! 
setting, see the book of Henry [H j or Weissler [ W 1. Weissler has recentiy 
obtained some other results (in case N= 1) related t,o those given here. The 
book of Henry also contains some analysis of the behavior of solutions near 
equilibrium solutions, 
We actually consider equations which are not necessarily semilinear, 
name!y, equations of the form 
Zlt = d(o(u)) +f(u, 
under certain conditions on o and f. Since we will be dealing with L.’ 
solutions of such equations. the theory of nonlinear semigroups becomes 
relcvam. The survey articles of Crandall [C 1 and Evans [E 1 explain the 
connection. Finally, we make frequent use of local estimates for solutions of 
linear parabolic equations of the type presented in the book by Ladyzenskaja 
el al. !LSU J. 
Section 1 contains a number of definitions, statements of the main 
theorems and more commentary. Section 2 contains a number of preliminary 
results. and the theorems are then proved in Section 3. In Section 4: we 
discuss some extensions of these results to degenerate parabolic equations. 
1. STATEMBYTS OF PRINCIPAL REWLTS 
Consider the problem 
u, = c . (o(u) Vu) +f(u). xEa:t>o 
24(x, 0) = u,(x), x E l-2 (1.1 ! 
24(x, r) = 0: x E 20, t > 0. 
Setting 
b(u) = I-’ o(s) ds, 
-0 
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the equation may also be written in the form 





G(u) = .( g(s) ds. 
Denote by 1, = A,(Q) the first eigenvalue of the Dirichlet problem 
-Ay = l,iy, XEi-2 
ly=o, XEf32. 
Denote the first eigenfunction by y, ; we may assume that v, > 0 in R and 
II Wl llLl(Q~ = 1. 
Let 
V’(f2,) = Lye, T: L2(f2)) f-lL2(0, T; H#2)). 
Several notions of solution of (1.1) will be employed in our discussion. 
DEFINITIONS. (i> u E C([O, Tl; L'(Q) is an L’ solution of (1.1) on 
[O, T] iff(u) E L’(J2,) and 
l’i lup,+)(u)Ap+f(u)pIdxdt-r [upI:]dx=O 
Y JR . I2 
for every p E C’(d,), p(x, t) = 0 for x E 8Q and 0 < s < t < T. 
(ii) If, in addition, u E V’@,), then we will call u a V2 solution of 
(1.1) on [0, T]. 
(iii) If also u E C’(Q,) n C’(fin,), then we will call u a classical 
solution of (1.1) on 10, T]. 
If u0 E L ‘(J.2) and f is Lipshitz continuous, then global time L’ solutions 
of (1 .l) are obtainable via nonlinear semigroup theory ]C, E]. If J is only 
locally Lipschitz and we take ug E LX(a), then a local time L’ solution of 
( 1.1) may be found by the same methods. If u is a given L ’ solution of (I. 1): 
then u may be considered to be the semigroup solution of u, - d#(u) = h, 
where h(x, t) =J(u(x, t)) E t’(Q,.) by assumption. 
In the book [LSU]. V2 solutions as well as classical solutions are studied 
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in great detail. In particular, a classical solution is always a Vz solution, and 
if u is an L ’ solution and u E La@,), then u is a classical solution on 
[lo, T] for any t, > 0 provided u, f and ER are sufficiently smooth. 
Here are some hypotheses we will use, not necessarily simultaneously. 
(Hi) R C_ RM is convex, bounded with smooth boundary. 
(H,) u E C’(ll? - ) and there exists c? > 0 such that S < u(n) < 6 ’ for 
all 24 2 0. 
(H,j fEC’(R’),f(O)=O,f’ is convex and 0 <f’(Oj/a(O) < n,(Q). 
(HJ There exist constants 0 < A, ) .4 2 < oc, 1 < p < (K + 2j/X such 
that J’(u) < A, + A 2uP for all u > 0. 
(H5) g is convex on R’ with lim inf,, ..rCZ: g(s)/s > i,(Q) and 
.I’:” (l/g(s)) ds < co for some u > 0. 
0%) G(u) < [(N- 2)/2N] ug(u) for all u > 0. 
Now we state our main results. 
THEOREM A. Assume (H,)-(H5j hold. 
(ij .4ny nonnegative global Vz solution oJ’(1.1) is uniformly bounded, 
(and hence classical), for ail t > t, > 0. 
(ii) If a(u) = u0 a constant, then any nonnegatice global L’ solutioa 
oJ’ (1.1) is uniformly bounded (and hence classical). .for all t > t,, > 0. 
(iii) For any u0 E LX(Q), q, > 0 und ug f 0. there exists : > 0 
depending on u0 so that u(x, t; tu,J is uniformly bounded on 10, c,~o), 
OJ(SU~) # 0 and W(TU”) c E\(O). 
THEOREM B. Assume (H,), (H2) hold. 
(i) If (H6) holds, f’~ C’(P ‘-) and u is a nonnegative L’ solution 0s 
(1.1) which is uniformly bounded*fbr t > t, > 0, then u( ., t) -b 0 untyormly as 
t+cC. 
(ii) [f (HJ, (H,) and (H,) hold, then for any 0 < ug E L”(Q) with 
u, & 0, there exists 5 > 0 depending on u0 so thut (1.1) has a global I. ’ 
solution u(x, 1; TU”) which is not untyormly bounded. 
Remarks. (i) In Theorem A(i) and (ii), we obtain a uniform L’r bound 
away from 1 = 0 for nonnegative global solution of (1.1). This is not quite an 
a priori bound, however, since it depends in a somewhat obscure way on the 
initial value u,,. This dependence does not involve any norm of u”. but rather 
the “shape” of u0 near i:R. Various authors have proved such a regularity 
result given some estimate for a lower norm of the solution and stronger 
assumptions on u0 [LSU: R]. The point is that alternative (11) (in Section 0) 
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can never happen under these circumstances. We also suspect that 
Theorem A(ii) holds for all nonnegative L i solutions of (1.1) without the 
assumption that c(u) = constant. 
(ii) Theorem A(iii) says that any ray in the positive cone of f.“‘(n) 
intersects an orbit leading into a nonzero equilibrium state. Under our 
hypotheses, such states are dynamically unstable (set, e.g., IL]), hence we 
have shown that the existence of a nontrivial stable “manifold.” In the 
semilinear case, the existence and other properties of a local stable manifold 
near a given equilibrium state is studied in [HI. The result here gives some 
indication as to the “extent” of the stable manifold. 
(iii) Combining Theorem A with some other recent results, we may 
obtain in some cases a fairly clear picture of the structure of the set of all 
nonnegative solutions of (1.1). To illustrate, let us take the special case of 
Eq. (0.1) with I < p < (2v + 2)/N, and R a ball in I/?‘-‘. It is known that (0.1) 
has a unique positive equilibrium solution TV. (See [GNN].) Now. define 
K = (~1, E LX (0): u(, > 0 and U(X, 1; UJ is uniformly bounded for 
all time!. 
This set is the principal object of study in ]L] where it is shown (for a more 
general class of equations) that if u0 E K is not an extreme point of K, then 
Ed = {O). It follows that for 0 f z+, > 0, there can exist at most one 
number T > 0 such that rnO E K and 0 65 o(ru”). Thus we have the following 
situation: for every u,, E L=(D): u,, > 0. u,, & 0. there exists a unique r > 0 
such that u(x, t; tuJ - IV as t + 0~). For y < r, u(x, t; yu,) - 0 exponentially 
(see [HD] for a more precise result) while for y > r: u(x: t: yu,,) blows up in 
finite time in the L’ sense. For the last assertion, we use a continuation 
result of Weissler [W. Corollary 3.21 which says that either 
lim,,, , 11 u( . . I; ;J~,,)‘I, ,cIJ) = 03 for some T” < 00, or else u(x. f; 1~) may be 
continued globally; Theorem A rules out the latter possibility. 
(iv) The problem of the uniqueness of positive steady states for (1.1) 
is in general not fully understood at this time. For some very recent results, 
set Brezis and Nirenberg ]BN], Xi IN] and Ni and Nussbaum [NN]. 
(v) Theorem B(i) follovvs simply from the fact that ~(u,,) consists of 
steady states and under these circumstances Pohozaev’s result [P] implies 
that there arc no positive steady states. Thus alternative (I) of Section 0 
cannot happen. 
WC call attention at this point to same connections with results in a paper 
of Matano ]M 1. In the case o(u) = constant, he has shown that (for very 
general nonlinearity J) if u’~ and !,~i are two equilibrium solutions of (1.1) 
with H’,~ < u?, and there is no other equilibrium state between M:~ and M’~, then 
it must be the case that the solutions of (1.1) with initial value ZQ,, 
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lV() < 24” < WI, zig & w”: U() f w,, all tend either to njO or wi as t --) co. In 
particular. if there are two stable states M?,, and w, with u’(, < M’, , then there 
exists an unstable state ~7~) JV~, < w2 < w,. Thus the region of attraction of VC~! 
and ~1, cannot together include all the functions between bv:, and w,, A 
natural question, raised in 1 M 1, is what the corresponding situation is if the 
larger solution hll is replaced by co. In our setting we always have wg = 0 
stable in the usual sense, and we may regard “w, z a!” also as a stable state 
since, as we shall see, i;u( .: I)II~~,,~~, -+ co if ‘Iu,~‘~, ,, .,) is sufficiently !arge. 
Now it is well known that there may or may not be positive equilibrium 
solutions, hence it is possible that the regions of attraction of 0 and co do 
include all nonnegative initial values. Theorem B(ii) gives some indication as 
to the borderline behavior which occurs in the absence of positive 
equilibrium solutions. namely, there exist global time solutions of (1.1 j 
which are not uniformly bounded. Thus alternative (Ilj of Section 0 does 
happen. 
It would be interesting to know if such solutions are classical on every 
bounded time interval. The usual type of bootstrap argument cannot possibly 
work here. since if it did it would follow that the solution is actually 
uniformly bounded, while the proof will show it cannot tend to zero. This 
would contradict the first part of Theorem B. In any cast, either u blows up 
in 1,“’ sense in finite time but continues on in a weaker sense. or else u is 
classical for all time with 
tither alternative is interesting. 
(vij We conclude this section by describing the main steps in the 
proofs of Theorems A and B for the special case of Eq. (0. I). 
The first observation is that if u is a global solution of (O.l), then 
j2 u(x: t) v,(x) dx < As;“p- ‘) (1.3j 
for all t > 0. The formal argument. which goes back to Kaplan iK]$ is as 
follows. Multiply (0.1) by w,(x) and integrate over 0. Integration by parts 
yields 
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by Jensen’s inequality. If (1.3) fails for some t, then In U(X, t) W,(X) dx 
becomes infinite in finite time, a contradiction. 
Next, from (1.3) we derive a uniform bound for ]]u( ., t)lll j(oj. To accom- 
plish this, we use some slight modifications of results in [GNN] combined 
with the Hopf maximum principle to show that the solution “decreases near 
the boundary.” It is here that the convexity of R is used. 
Now regard u as a solution of the linear equation 
u, = Au + a(x, t) u 
with a(~, t) = up-*(x, t). In the case that 1 <p < (N + 2)/N, we may use the 
regularity theory for linear parabolic equations [LSU] together with the L’ 
estimate for u to derive a uniform L”O bound for u. This gives Theorem 
A(ii). We remark that analogous arguments have been used for studying 
solutions of elliptic equations in de Figueiredo et al. [DLN]. 
To continue, set 
1(u,) = {“J > 0: u(x, t; yu,) is uniformly bounded and 
lim t+cc 4x3 c Y&J = 01. 
By the above remarks and some other simple arguments, one sees that for 
u0 > 0, u0 f 0, I(u,) is open, nonempty and bounded above. If r = 1.u.b. 
I(u,), then u(x, t; rsu,,) = limYT, u(x, t; vu,) is a global solution of (0.1) and 
r 6!! 1(u,). If 1 <p < (N+ 2)/N, then u(x, t; yu,) is bounded above 
independent of x, t and y < r, hence U(X, t; rz+,) is uniformly bounded, but 
does not tend to zero. Since any bounded solution must have w-limit set 
contained in the set of equilibrium solutions of (0.1): we obtain 
Theorem A (iii). 
Theorem B applies to (0.1) in the casep > (I + 2)/(-W - 2). IV>, 3. As 
remarked earlier, there are no positive classical equilibrium solutions by 
Pohozaev’s identity [P] hence Theorem B(i) is immediate. The solution 
U(X, I; ru,) as defined above still exists in a suitable weak sense, and 
furthermore cannot be uniformly bounded, since otherwise we could show 
the existence of a nontrivial equilibrium state which would contradict 
Pohozaev’s theorem. In this way Theorem B(ii) is proved. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We now prove or recall a series of propositions, each of which has some 
independent interest. These results contain most of the essential elements for 
the proofs of Theorems A and B. 
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PROPOSITION 1. Let l2 c IFi” be a bounded smooth domain. Let u, 
f~ C’(E). and 0 < 6 <a(u) < 6 -’ f or u E R. If u is a solution of (l-1) 
which is unz@ormly bounded for t > 1, > 0, then w(uO) is a nonempty, compact 
connected imariant subset of C,,(G) and ad ’ G E5 where E denotes the set 
of equilibrium solutions of (1. I). 
Remurk. We need not specify the sense in which u is a solution, since if 
it is uniformly bounded for I 2 f0 it must be classical for t > t,. The 
conditions on f and u may be weakened in various ways; in particular. the 
proof we give here really only uses the fact that cr and f are locally Lipschitz 
continuous. 
Prooj Without loss of generality we may assume t, = 0. Let u be a 
solution of (1.1) which is uniformly bounded. By the Nash-Moser theorem 
(LSU, p. 204 ]) the functions {u( a, t)},>, are uniformly bounded in C;(a) for 
some (x > 0 depending on N and 6. The conclusion that LL)(u”) f 0 follows 
immediately from the Arzeli-Ascoli theorem. The fact that cu(u,,) is 
compact, connected and invariant is standard; see [II, H, I,]. 
It follows again from the Nash-Moser theorem that 5(x, t) = a(u(x, t)) E 
-\-- Ct3’““’ (flzi.0,) for every T > 1 with the norm in this space being 
independent of T. The function u = d(u) satisfies the equation 
ut = 8(x, t) AC + 5(x, I) g(c). (2.1) 
The Schauder estimates for parabolic equations !F, LSU] imply that I; 
belongs to C2irr3’ t(“i2’(fiT\fi,) for every T > 0 with norm again 
independent of T. 
Multiplying the equation for u by (s(u) u, and integrating over J2 X (1, r). 
we conclude 
where C is a constant independent of t. Since c, is uniformly continuous, we 
must have c((x: t) -+ 0 as t + co for all x E Q and hence he same is true for 
ut. 
It follows easily that if u( ., tn) + vv as t,, + a~, then w E C,,(n) and 
do(w) +f(~;) = 0 in the sense of distributions and hence classically. Q.E.D. 
PRoposrrroN 2. Let R c G,% be a bounded smooth domain and assume 
(H2). (H3) hold. DeJne A = {uO E F(Q): u,, > 0, u(x, t; u,,) is un$orml;v 
bounded on Q x (0, GQ) and u(x, I; uJ + 0 un$ormly as t -+ co j. Then A is 
relaticelv open in L”‘(Q) n {uO > O}. 
As before, u(x, t; u,) denotes the solution of the problem (1.1). Under the 
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present conditions U(X: 1; u,,) is defined unambiguously, i.e., a suitable 
uniqueness theorem holds ) LSU 1. 
ProoJ We claim that there exists c0 > 0 such that if u(x, t; u,,) < c,, for 
some t > 0: then u + 0 uniformly as t + co. 
Pick a domain ti such that J2 CC b and J’(O)/a(O) < I,@). Denote the 
first eigenfunction of 4 by I$, with the normalization 11 tj, Ilr, “,(A) = 1. There 
then exists c, > 0 such that for c < E, the function nB= d-‘(cc,) is a super- 
solution of (1.1). Setting 
it follows that if 
for some t,, then 
for all t > t,,. 
On the other hand, c = 0 is an isolated solution of 
-AZ: = g(c) and 2:>OinR 
L:=o on 6Q. 
(2.2) 
Specitically, any solution of (2.2) must satisfy 
1, c) dx = 0 (2.3) 
where /1, =1,(Q) and w, is the corresponding first eigenfunction. 
Equation (2,3) is obtained by multiplying (2.2) by vvl and the equation for wI 
by z: and then subtracting. It now follows that if z: > 0 and f 0, then 
and this is impossible for I L’ Ir,Cca, sufficiently small, by hypothesis (H,). 
Thus if u(x, t; UJ is sufficiently small. it remains for all later limes in a 
region in which no nonzero equilibrium states may be found, and hence 
u(x, I; uo) -+ 0 as t + co by Proposition 1. This proves the claim. 
Now pick u0 E A; there exists T such that II u( a, T; u~)I/~~.(~) < t:“/2. Also 
there exists 6 > 0 depending on T, ,I u I(,,X:uj7j and the data such that if 
jug - ~&-,ll~~~, < 6 then IIu - Ul(l,.XulrJ , < cJ2, where u^ denotes the solution of 
(1.1) with initial value Go. Allowing this for the moment, it follows 
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immediately from the first half of the proof that 12 J 0 uniformly as 1+ co 
for all such Go, which completes the proof. 
To prove the last claim we consider the problem satisfied by z = u - t, 
namely. 
z, = A(n(x, t) z) + P(x. t, z): z E a, 1 > 0 
z(x, 0) = q,(x) - u”,)(X), x E .a (2.4) 
Z(& 1) = 0. x E! i:L?, t > 0 
where u(x. I) = [ O(U(X, t)) - b(z.Z(x. f)) ]/I u(x, t) -- z?(:L t) / and P(x, t. z) = 
f(u(x. t)) -..l’(u(x, I) 4 z). N ow u is positive and smooth as long as U. 12 
remain bounded. and 
I/l(X, i: z)i < \Z 1 MZlX(J’(:M),.f’(M -t Z)j E yrf(Z) 
where M= 1~ ILI(o,,. The desired result now follows directly by comparison 
with the solution of the initial value problem h’ = yw(h). h(0) = 0‘. Q&D. 
PI~OPoSIT.lON 3. 1x1 12 E K’ be bounded, and assume (H,). (HJ and 
ix,). Then there exists C, < 30 depending onb. on 0: o and f such that [[u 
is UI~J nonnegatice global L ’ solution of (1.1) then 
(_ 
.‘I? 
u(x. ;) w,(x) dx < C, 
This is a special case of a result proved in JS, Sect. 5 I. We should also 
refer the reader to the references cited there for earlier results of this type. 
WC remark that it is only here that the convexity assumptions from (H3) and 
(l-i,) are used. By examining the proof of this proposition. or aiternatively, 
by making use of comparison theorems, one sees that these conditions cou!d 
be relaxed somewhat. 
PROPOSITION 4. I,et w be a V’ solution qf ihe Iineur initiul-boundary 
(:a& problem 
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with 0 < 6 < a(x, t) ,< 8’ for all (x, t) E Q,., and ,!I, y E L’(0, T, L4(f2)) 
with 1 < r, q < co satisfying 
Let 0 < t, < t, < t, < T, then 
where C depends only on the quantities 
N, Q, 4 t, - t, , t, - 1,) 4: r, 
IIPll,,‘(l,,r~;,~4(rr)), I”/!l,.,(t,.c,:,.*(I))) and II ~llLww.l;w (2.6) 
Remark. This result expresses the fact that it is possible to obtain a local 
estimate of the Lz norm of a solution of (2.5) in terms of its L I norm and 
the other data; in particular, the estimate is independent of T and )v,). If the 
L r norm were replaced by L2 norm, this would be a special case of 
Theorem 8.1 I LSU. p. 192 I. The proof given there may be modified in an 
obvious way to obtain the corresponding estimate in terms of II wII,,> for any 
p > 1. (See also Theorem 8.17 in [GT].) The fact that such an estimate is 
possible with p = 1 (any p > 0 in fact) is not a new result, but it does not 
seem to be written anywhere. The authors of [BCP] promise a fuller 
treatment of these matters. We therefore make no attempt to prove the 
sharpest result of this type. 
This proposition may be proved in several ways. The argument given 
below was suggested to us by G. Lieberman. By making use of the previous 
results mentioned above it is sufficient to obtain an estimate for 
II w~lr.qn x (t2.t3)) in terms of the quantities (2.6). 
ProoJ Pick [ E C” (0, r) with 0 < 5 < 1 in (0, T), [ = 1 on (tz, t3), c = 0 
on [O, 1rJ. Multiply (2.5) by I@~‘, s > 1 to be chosen later. Performing 
standard manipulations, we obtain 
11 )~isIl;.z((,~+,~~) < C, + C2 (-‘I (_ w*5*’ ’ dxdt 
-r, ;fz! 
(2.7) 
where C,, C, depend only on (2.6). In the derivation of (2.7), we use the fact 
that V’((t,, 13) x 0) is continuously embedded into L2r’(t,, t,; L*“‘(Q)) for 
1/2r’ + N/4q’ > N/4. where l/r + l/r’ = 1: I/q + l/q’ = I [LSU: p. 741. 
Set k = (N + 2)/N, k’ = (N + 2)/2. The integral on the right may be 
considered to be 
j-, .I^ w2c2’ ’ ’ k’ dp (2.8) 
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where dp = [- ” dxdt and A = supp [r: {t < t3}. We use interpolation 
estimate (2.8) by 
11 u,[(2S-l 1 k’)i21j~,fk(dw) 11 Wr(2S-l+k’)12jj:(,:~~) (2.9) 
where f = 8/2k + (1 - 19). For s > 4 f k’/2, the second term in (2.9) is 
bounded in terms of ,I wII~,(~~~(~,,~,)). Also, (2s - 1 + k’) k - k’ = 2sk. Thus 
the first term is 
From the embedding of V2 mentioned above and the fact that 0 < I, it 
follows that 
/ bb(" II VJtn Xlf,.f~)) 
is estimated in terms of the quantities (2.6). and hence the same is true for 
IdI ‘(12 X(!,.f,)). 
Q.E. D. 
PROPOSITIO?+ 5. Let a G P,\ he bounded smooth, o, f E C’(F?) and 
!.f(u)i~A,+Az,ul”forsomepE(1,(12:i-2)lN)andA,,A2<co. Suppose 
u is a V2 solution of (1.1) 011 10: I’] or else a(u) ~2 0”) a constunt, and u is an 
L’solutionqf(l.l)on [0.7‘].LetO~t,<tz(tz~T.~‘hen 
II41 L‘L(D x(fZ.lJ)) G c 
where constant C depends only on 
:~,p,A,,A?,6.t2--,,t,-tt,: IIUlirrcr,.,,:r!:12)). (2.10) 
In particular, 24 is a classical solution on [I,, T] j?v any t,, > 0. 
ProuJ First suppose that u is a V2 solution of (1.1) on 10, T]. Set 
I f’(u(-G 0) 
I 
-- 
B(x, 2) = u(x, t) 
if Iu(x, l)l > i 
0 if iu(x, t)i < 1 (2.11) 
t,(x 1) = j S(UCx3 t>) if i"(x, tll < 1 . 
I 
0 if 24(x, t)! > 1 
so that .f(u(x, t)) =,0(x, t) U(X, t) + 7(x, t). Clearly i y(x, t)l < A , + A 2 and 
p(x, I)\ <A I + A2 1 u(x, t)lP-’ so that 
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for some 4 > N/2. Thus ,!I, y E L’(l,, t,; L”(R)) for some q, r E (I, co) with 
l/r + N/2q < 1. (This is correct for N > 2: the case N= 1 must be treated 
separately.) The norms of p and ;’ are estimated in this space by the quan- 
tities (2. lo), hence the conclusion follows directly from Proposition 4. 
Now suppose that a(u) is a constant, say, a(u) = 1 (without loss of 
generality), and u is an L’ solution of (1.1) on 10. T]. We will show that 
u EL”‘@2 x (to, T)) f or any t, > 0. It then follows. in particular, that u is a 
V’ solution of (1.1) on It,. T1 for any 1, > 0, and the desired conclusion 
follows from the first part of the Proposition. 
We may first of all regard u as the solution of 
u, = Au + y(x, t), (-u, 1) E Q, 
u(x, 0) = U”(X). XEl2 (2.12) 
u(x, t) = 0: x E aa, 2 > 0 
with y(x, t) =S(U(X, t)) E L’(QR,.) by assumption. It is easily seen by the 
method of solving the adjoint problem that (2.12) has at most one L’ 
solution. hence u must coincide with the known solution 
where G is the Green’s function for LU = U, --AU in B with zero boundary 
conditions. The first term in (2.13) belongs to LHz(Q) for every t > 0. We 
also have the following estimate for G(/A I) 
for any q E 11: (N + 2)/N), (x2 t) E R, for some constant C depending on X. 
Q and q. By the symmetry properties of G, we have 
(2.14) 
for the same range of q and (& r) E R,, . Denoting the second term in (2.13) 
by U(x. 1), we have by Jensen’s inequality 
Integrating with respect to (x. t) over Q, and using (2.14) shows that 
ziE f,9(0,.) for any such q. Therefore u belongs to Lq(Q X (r, T)) for any 
r > 0 and q < (N + 2)/N. Replacing u(x, t) by U(X, I + r) for some r E 10, I,): 
assume that u ELY(R,) and u0 E L”(Q) for any fixed 
We next regard u as the solution of 
U~-Adu=pu+y, (4 t) E -0: 
u(x, 0) = q,(x), x E D (2.15) 
u(x, 1) = 0. x E EG2. t > 0 
with ,!I. 7 defined in (2.11). For y E (p* (N + 2)/N) we have ,ME L”‘(Q,). 
q’ = q/(y - 1). Thus the problem (2.15) may be properly set in 
x= C([O: 7-I; L.‘(Ll))n L”(Q,)) f or such q. We show (i) (2.15) has at most 
one solution from X and (ii) if u,, E Ly(Q): then (2.15) has a solution z in X 
which satisfies z E L’I‘:((t(,. T) x a) for any [,, > 0. This will complete the 
proof. 
First the uniqueness assertion. Suppose u, u^ are two solutions from X of 
(2.15). The difference L’ = u - u” satisfies 
(2.16) 
for every u/ E C’(n,). I&, 7’) = 0 for x E -0 and Q/(X-. t) = 0 for x E i’f2 and 
z > 0. Let ,!3, E C’%(-a,): /?,, -+/I’ in L”‘(-0,) and let [E CF(.Q,). Define I!/,, to 
be the solution of 
w, tnw+-B,w=i: (x, 1) E .cc, 
(l/(X, 0 = O? x E fl 
l&c, I) = 0, x E oa. 
Each y,, is smooth: and since y’ > (N + 2)/2, we have j w,,I;~~, (I.,,j uniform& 




lim ( 1 z&4,-@w,dxdt=O 
n-x .‘” .‘* 
since /J’,, -k/? in Ly’(Q,.) and t’ E Ly(S2,.). Since c is arbitrary, u = 0 in Q,. 
Finally: we construct a solution of (2.15). Define ,!I’, as before. let 
y, E C “(0,). y,, + ;’ a.e. and 
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and let u,,, E Cc(n) with u,,,, --+ u, in Lq(0). Define z, to be the classical 
solution of 
Zf=dz+p,z+r,, (x, t) E R, 
-4-L 0) = q&)7 XEB (2.17) 
z(x, t) = 0, xEa2,r>O. 
Multiplying the equation by z*--’ and doing standard calculations gives 
In particular the sequence (z,,, is uniformly bounded in L’=(O, T L”(G)). 
From Proposition 4 it follows that !Iz, IJ~K,(nx(,O,~J) is uniformly bounded for 
any 1, > 0. By Theorem 10.1, of ILSU, p. 2041 the sequence {z,} is actually 
equicontinuous on [I,: T] x fi. It is therefore easy to check that there is a 
subsequence of (z,} converging to a function z E X which is a solution of 
(2.15). Q.E.D. 
To state the last proposition, we need some ideas and definitions from 
[GNN J. 
Given a bounded smooth domain R and a direction ‘/ E R”, consider the 
hyperplanes Z:3 given by x . I’= 1. For large positive A, T,, is disjoint from 
G, and as ?. is decreased eventually a value & = I,(;‘. 0) is reached such that 
T.l, g Xi # 0. For i, < ho and 1 near i,. the hyperplane cuts off a piece of a 
which WC denote X(1. ;j). Define C’(& ;I) to be the reflection of C(& ;I) across 
T., . As i. is further decreased, we eventually reach a value I., = 1,(~, Q) such 
that either X’(1,. y) is internally tangent to 2.0 or else 7-.,, intersects i;B 
somewhere orthogonally. For i. E [A,, &) we call ,Z’(& ;I) a cap 
corresponding to the direction y; the cap ,X(2,, y) is called the muximal cap 
for the direction ;‘. For any x E ‘I?’ we denote by ?c’ the reflection of x 
across T,. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let 12 be bounded, smooth and u be a nonnegative 
classical solution qf (1.1) on 10: T 1 with uo(x) E C’ (a). Fix a direction 7 and 
dejine the caps Z().. ;I) as above: for i. E [A,, h(,). Let 1 E (Al, A,) and 
h,(X) < HOW) and vu,, . ‘/ < 0 for all x E C(j., y), (2.18) 
then for all x E X(A, y) and 0 < t ,< T, we hatle 
u(x, 1) < 21(x1, t) and Vp(x, t) * y < 0. (2.19) 
Remark. This is stated in [GNN, Theorem 5.21. It is actually assumed 
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there that (2.18) holds for all A E (A,, A&, but an examination of the proof 
shows that it need only hold for some A; we then of course deduce a 
correspondingly weaker conclusion. 
3. PROOFS OF THE PRINCIPAL R~;SUL-IS 
PRIMI~‘O~ Theorem A(i): (ii). Under the given hypotheses it follows from 
Proposition 5 that u is classical on It,: T] x Q for any 0 < t, < T < co. By 
the Hopf maximum principle [F 1, (Zu/Zn)(x,,. t,,) < 0 for xc, E bQ where Cc/&r 
dcnotcs the outer normal derivative. 
By Proposition 3, t + .I’* u(x, t) I;/,(X) dx is uniformly bounded on iti . We 
wish co show that actually 
t --, j_ u(x: t) dx 
. 0 
is uniformly bounded for I > f,. 
For each x0 E BB. let n(xJ be the corresponding outer normal direction. 
Since Q is convex: there exist numbers i.,(x,), A,(x,) such that for 
i. E (;.,(x& &(x0)) the cap C(A, n(x”)) is nonempty, x0 E Z(n, n(xo)) and 
C(~~,(X,), n(,r,,)) is the maximal cap corresponding to the direction n(x-“). 
There exists a neighborhood S(x,) of x,, in R such that vu . r&> < 0 for 
x E S(x,,) and I = t,,. We pick ,?(.q,) sufficiently close to &(x,,) SO that 
C(Es(X”), n(x,,) ‘U cyqx,))? n(x())) c S(X”). 
Let (J’: I-,\.) denote local coordinates centered at x0 with y,v in t.he direction 
n(x,,). We may pick c > 0 so small that the cylinder C(X,) = { .r: I 4” / < t:, 
I Jzi < c) has the property that the reflection of C(x,) r! Q across T.T,,!,, is 
compact in -0. 
Now the collection of cylinders ~C(X~,)),,,,~~~ make up an open cover of 
Zl2: hence 
a2 CL C(x,) u C(x,) u *. * u C(x,,,) 
for some finite collection of points (xi]. xi E hi2 and i = l,..., m. Let 
it is clear that C” G I2. Finally, let C/(x,) be the reflection of C(X!) n fi 
across the associated T.T(,t,. 
By construction, we have u(x, to) < u(x~'~')~ to) if x E 2(1(x,), n(-~i>). 
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Hence by Proposition 6. the same property continues to hold for all 1 > 1,, 
and in particular for x E C(x,) f7 a. Therefore, for t > t,), 
j_ U(X,l)dX< g ) J II i= I ”C(X,)a2 u(x, t) dx + jr,, u(.x, t) dx 
,< ;1: i 
,y . (“(X,) 




where Q,, is a relatively/ compact subdomain of a containing C” and each 
C’(xJ. i = 1, 2....: m. Letting a, = infXEuO v,(x), a, > 0 and we obtain 
where C, is the constant from Proposition 3. The desired conclusion now 
follows from Proposition 5. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem A(iii). Fix u,, E L”‘(G) and consider the family of 
problems 
24, = 0 * (o(u) Vu) +f(u). xE.!!,t>O 
24(x. 0) = ;‘u(,(x), XEQ (3.1) 
u(x. t) = 0, x E x2> t > 0. 
For any ‘/ > 0. (3.1) has at least a local time solution, classical for I > 0. 
which we denote by uY. Let 
t=sup{;~EIF:~~:u,existsforallt>Oand 
u:,+ 0 uniformly as t + 00 }. 
By Proposition 2: r > 0 and by! Proposition 3, r < co. If we can show that u, 
is uniformly bounded on 10, co) x Q, then it follows from Proposition I that 
w(ru,J # 0, but it also follows from the definition of r and Proposition 2 that 
0 6z w(ruo). 
To show that U: is uniformly bounded, it suffices to show that there exists 
a constant C such that 
for all y < t, since then it is easy to check that u,(x, t) = lim,,, U&G t). 
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First, by comparison with the O.D.E. 
h’ =f(h) 
h(0) = r IIu&(B). 
it is clear that there exists t, > 0 and C, < co such that 
for all ;! < r. Thus by Proposition 5 it is sufficient to show that there exists 
CI < co such that 
for t > 1,/2 and y < r. We obtain such a bound from the proof of the first 
part of the theorem. provided the sets C”. C(x,) may be chosen independently 
of i’ < r. 
To see that this is the case, we first observe that since the sequence U; 
is monotonically increasing for each fixed x and t: we need only consider 
;! sufficiently close to t. But then standard arguments ILSU] show that 
!I u( s, t)ll,,,,T, depends continuously! on I1 u( ., O)ll, X(blj for each t > 0. It 
follows that the sets S(X,) may be chosen so that Vu; n(x,,) < 0 for t = ii) 
and all */ < 5, ;J sufficiently close to r. 
‘The rest of the construction proceeds independently of the particular 
solution, and in this way we derive a bound for I!u:(., f)li,;(,,, which is 
independent of 1 > t,,/2 and y < z. This completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem B(i). This is an immediate consequence of 
Proposition 1 and the result of Pohozaev 1 P 1 which states that the elliptic 
problem 
Au + g(u) = 0 in B 
u=o on 2.0 
has no positive classical solution if R is starlike with respect to some point 
and G(zl) < ((N - 2)/2N) ug(u). Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem B(ii). Define the functions l;; and the number 
r E (0. co) as in the proof of Theorem A(iii). As there. we have a uniform 
bound for iu,(.. t);l,,,,,, for all t > 0 and ‘/ < r. Recall that each U; is 
classical for t > 0. Multiplying its equation by 1~~ and integrating over 
I2 X (t, : I,) gives 
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Since 4 is globally Lipschitz, it follows that the term 
j;; jQf(u,, WI dx dt 
is bounded independently of y < r for any fixed t,  t,. 
Since.f is nondecreasing, we may then estimate 
in terms of 
as was done for u., itself in the proof of Theorem A(i) and (ii). 
The sequence u7 is increasing in 1~ for each fixed x. t, so we may define 
u *(x, t) = lim uY(x: t). :‘--‘T 
By Fatou’s Lemma and the Monotone Convergence Theorem, u*( . . t) E 
L’(O) for all t > 0 and u7( ., t) + u*( ., t) strongly in L ‘(0) for every l > 0. 
Likewise d(u,) -P d(u*), f(u,) +.f (u*) strongly in L’(fi X (t,. t,)) for any 
o<t,<t,<co. 
It is then easy to see that 
for every p E C*(fi X 10, T]) such that ,D(x, t) = 0 for x E 60. We have 
already observed f(u*) E L’(fJ7) for any t > 0. If we verify that 
U* E C([O, T]; L’(Q)) for any T> 0, then U* is an L’ solution of (1.1) with 
u yx, 0) = zu()(x). 
To see that U” E C( 10, T]; L’(Q)), let u^ denote the solution of 
2, = Ly(u^) +f(u *>: x E R, t > 0 
22(x, 0) = 72&x), x E a 
qx, t) = 0, xEc’Q,t > 0. 
Sincef(u’“) E L ‘(QR,.) for any T > 0, this problem has a global time solution 
in the sense of nonlinear semigroups [C, E]; in particular, 
12 E C( IO, T]; L ‘(0)) for every T > 0. We also have, for ‘/ < r, 
and thus letting y + t, we have u^ = u*. 
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Finally, if U* is uniformly bounded, then zi* is the unique classical 
solution of (1.1) with initial value ruO(x) and must have nonempty o-limit 
set by Proposition 1. Now, part (i) implies that U(X, t; tuO) -+ 0 as t + co. By 
the definition of r and Proposition 2, we obtain a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
4. EXTENSIONS TO DEGENERATE PARABOLIC EQUA'I-IONS 
We discuss briefly here the possibility of extending our results to the case 
of degenerate diffusion equations. For definiteness let us consider the 
problem 
u I - Aum = /Id’: xER,t > 0 
u(x, r) = 0: xEa2.t>0 (4. I j 
u(x, 0) = U”(X) > 0. x E -cl 
with m > 1, p > 1 and i > 0. If 1 <p < rn: the asymptotic behavior of all 
solutions of (4.1) is described in [S2 I. When p > m, the general picture 
resembles that of the case m = I, p > 1; namely, if a,, is sufficiently small, 
the solution decays to z.ero. while if u0 is sufficiently large, the solution 
blows up in finite time (see ISZJ). We will consider this case only. 
It is well known that (4.1) does not admit classical solution in general. 
The notion of L’ solution may be used without change, and by V2 solution 
we shall mean that urn E V2(Qn,). If u E.L30(J2r.), then u E C(a,). 
U” E V2(R,) and u is classical in a neighborhood of any point (x0, tJ at 
which u(.x,~, t,,j > 0. (See [Sl, S2J and the references given there.) 
In trying to adapt the arguments of Theorems A and B to this problem, 
the lack of uniform parabolicity in the equation causes difficulties in scvcrai 
places. For simplicity,, let us therefore consider a more special situation. We 
take L2 to be a ball in :? ’ and restrict attention to solutions which are 
radially symmetric and decreasing, that is, u = U(T, t) with u,(T? 1) < 0 for all 
r and t. For such solutions the conclusion of Proposition 6 is always valid.” 
We now state a theorem which may be proved by roughly the same 
methods as those used in the proofs of ‘Theorems A and B. Afterwards wc 
will describe the main points of difference. 
Set 
H(0) == {a0 E LX@): 0 < a0 f 0, uU is radially symmetric and 
decreasing}. 
'rHEORE%I c. Let D be u huff in I-?,'. 
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(i) Suppose 1 < m < p < (N + 2)/N. If u(x, t) is a global V’ solution 
of (4. I) with u, E R(R), then u is unzfirm!y bounded. 
(ii) Let u,, E R(Q): 1 < m < p < (N + 2)/N. Then there exists t > 0, 
depending on z+,, such that u(x. t; ru”) is uniformly bounded and lim, ,a: 
u(x. t: ZUJ = w(x) uniformly, where w is the unique positice equilibrium 
solution of (4.1). 
(iii) Let p/m > (N + 2)/(N - 2), N > 3. rf u is a nonnegative solution 
of (4.1) which is unzjk-mly bounded, then lim,,, u(x, t) = 0 uniformly. 
(iv) Let p/m > (N f 2)/(N - 2): N > 3. If u0 E R(f2) then there exists 
z > 0 depending on u0 such that (4.1) has a global solution u(x, t; tu,,) which 
is not uniformly bounded. 
The proof of Theorem C is in outline the same as that for the 
nondegenerate case. Here are the necessary facts to account for in modifying 
the various elements of the proofs. 
To adapt Proposition 1 to the present situation, we need first of all the 
precompactness of bounded orbits in C(a). This follows from the principal 
result of ]Sl, Theorem 1.11; see also [S2, Theorem 2.21 and references given 
there. Given this fact, an argument due to Langlais and Phillips ]LP] may be 
used to show that w(u”) GE whenever U(X, I; uJ is uniformly bounded. The 
proof of Proposition 2 is easily seen to be valid in this case, taking into 
account the above regularity result. Proposition 3 is valid as stated for this 
equation ]Sl, Theorem 5.1 ]. It is easy to see that if ug E R(R) then 
u( ., t) E R(Q) for all t > 0 for which u( ., 1) is defined; hence the conclusion 
of Proposition 6 will hold as remarked earlier. 
Finally, we need a local estimate as in Proposition 4. Note first that if u is 
a V2 solution of (4.1), then U= (u - I)- is a nonnegative subsolution of the 
nondegerate equation 
w, = 0 * (a@. t) VW) + #8(x, t) w t y(x, I) 
with u(x, 1) = max(m, mum-‘), and 
/3(x, 1) = y(x. t) = /Ill”- ‘(x, t). 
(4.2) 
Any local estimate for solutions of (4.2) will also be valid for nonnegative 
subsolutions. Now a(x: t) is not a priori bounded above; however, if we 
examine the proof of Theorem 8.1, of ]LSU. p. 192 ] we see that j] oil1 .,; does 
not enter into the estimate if we localize in time only. 
Thus one sees that if 0 < tl < t, < t, Q T and u is a V2 solution of (4.1) on 
a,, then II CIIL qn x (t2,t,)) is bounded by a constant depending only on N, J2, 
m b - 1, 3 1, - t, T P, IIPllr.r~r,,,,;LR~I~~~. I!jJ 11.4t,.r,;l cf(II)) and Ii~llr.rcnxcr,.r~,,~ 
The norms of /3, y are estimated as before, and we may replace the L2 
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norm of d by the L’ norm by arguing as in the proof of Proposition 4. Since 
0 < U < U, we obtain the desired local estimate. 
The remaining changes for the proof of Theorem C are not difficult and 
we leave the details to the reader. 
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.\hre o&M in proqL The special assumptionr made in Section 3 have enabled us to aboid 
the necessity of extcndmg Proposition 6 and the Hopf boundary pomt lemma tt: the 
degcncrate parabohc cast. Indeed there can be no such cxtcnslon of the Hopf lemma: since as 
is well known. if u,, has compact support in f1. the support of U( ‘. rj remnms compact in R !i?l 
\omr tlmc Ir.tcr\al. 
It i\. hwcwr. possible io prove a \crsion of Proposition 6 by the use 01‘ approxlmatlon 
argumenth. .Vamcly. of’ u0 E C,,(n) and II,, is nonincreasing III the dIrectIon ;; m some cep 
11 (i.. ;,i. then the same is true for IL(.. t). f > 0. ‘lo XC this. ler U&X. f) he the solution of 
nhere 
c+J.Ju) - Ll”’ --- (-:u 
and u,,, F Cd(n) is chosen so that L uoe ;’ < 0 in \ (i.. ;‘): this can hc done, for exampic. b! - 
adding EIY, to u,, and then smoothing it so that it% m C’(Q) and is >till strictly dccrcwng 
near i.Q. If u(x. t) exists for all I > 0 then on an!; tlmc in:cr\al 10. I‘;, I(~, exists i-or I: 
suffcicntl! small (1 f,, S. G]). Then from Proposition 6 il follows that 
FU‘(.. 1) i’ i 0 ,n \- 0.. ;‘). _ 
and. m particular. lll:(.. I) IS nonincreasing III the direction ;: for all : tor which U‘ 1s delined. 
By straightforward modifications of the results in IS! Ii Us: 8 i4 as i: -+ 0 uniformly on compact 
subsc~s of 5 x (0. jo). which gives the dcslred conclusion. 
We conclude that m the dcgeneraie parabolic case we obtain results analogous 10 :hose in 
Thcorcm C in convex domams. provided w c rcstricl our attcmion to initial values which 
decrcasc near 2-0 in a suitable way. 
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